COL. HEDGES TRYING TO FORCE CLARKE ON GRIFFITH'S CLUB

Nationals' Leader, However, Refuses to Accept Brown's Backstop.

LOCAL OUTLAW CLUB NOW INCORPORATED

In Says President McKinnon, Who Will Manage Own Team.

By GRADUATE

The St. Louis Cardinals are attempting to dance a better tune on the Washington club if they can get Clarke to take the naps and be more of a ringer on the field. Clarke was the most popular of the four players that joined the Nationals. Clarke was the most popular of the four players that joined the Nationals.

When Hodges learned that Washington apparel had been made for Clarke and that the club was trying to get Clarke to take the naps, the Cub manager decided to offer Clarke a contract. Clarke, however, announced that he would not accept the contract.

Clarke is a center fielder and is considered one of the best in the National League. He is a fine fielder and has a strong arm.
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